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RPMS-R-MK2 Cast Router Table with Sliding Table

A good router table not only extends 
the versatility of your machine, it makes 
repeatable and accurate work much 
easier. Using a table with properly 
guarded fences for your work can also 
improve safety. Our popular table has 
been upgraded in several key areas to 
provide even greater value for money.

The RPMS-R Router Table is a heavy and 
well specified accessory suitable for a 
wide variety of routers and applications. 
The heart of this table is its finely ground 
cast iron table which provides a solid 
and stable foundation for all functions. 
When you consider the weight, power 
and speeds of modern 1/2” routers the 
importance of a solid table should not be 
underestimated and weighing in at 54 kg 
the RPMS-R is one of the heaviest on the 
market, with the wide base and angled 
legs adding even greater stability.

In addition to the main cast table, there 
is a sliding aluminium table with cross 
cut mitre fence and hold down clamp 
for undertaking end grain work. The 
main fences can be set independently 
and feature micro adjustment. The table 
has three pairs of tapped holes so the 
fence can be easily repositioned to 
accommodate different sizes of workpiece. 
Also, when profiling, the fence can be 
reversed so the operator does not need to 
lean over the sliding table and can work 
comfortably from the other side of the 
machine utilising the main cast table itself. 
A dust extraction hood is fitted to the 
main fence and guard area and a no-volt 
release switch is included.

RRP £479.99

CAST IRON TABLE  

SIZE: 780 x 250 mm

SLIDING CARRIAGE  

STROKE: 770 mm

EXTRACTION PORT  

DIAMETER: 57 mm

WEIGHT: 54 kg

SIZE: H850 x W784 x D560 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

“Record have put some careful thought into the 
RPMS-R, and the result is excellent. Its superb 
cast iron table means you get accurate results, 
and excellent features such as the sliding table, 
independent and reversible fences, and the tilt-up top 
make it a joy to use … this router table is a cut above 
much of the opposition.”

Practical Woodworking

What They Say...

Dust Extraction An extraction hood is fitted, with 
a 57 mm diameter outlet, designed to draw dust and 
chippings away from the user.

Gas Spring To help lift the cast iron table, allowing 
access to the underside of the router table, a gas spring 
is now fitted.

Mounting System The universal router mounting 
system can accept virtually any router due to the 
adjustable clamps and two sets of T-slots either side of  
the aperture.

Frame Wide base and angled legs add even greater 
stability to this 54 kg router table.

Fence Table features 3 sets of holes so the fence mount 
can be slotted to accommodate a wide range of  
fence positions.
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Pressure Pad Helps to hold the workpiece against the 
fence to eliminate slipping.

Additional Safety Feature A no volt release  
switch is included with this machine to eliminate  
accidental restarts.

Clamp A heavy duty clamp holds the timber in position 
preventing any movement or slipping while undertaking 
end grain work and can be re-positioned and clamped 
at an angle when required.

OPTIONAL FITMENTS

SBS250-DEP10 Reducer 
61 to 100 mm adaptor to allow 
the full range of Record Power 
extractors to be used with  
the RPMS-R. 
RRP £9.99

RPMS-CX Collet 
Extension  
This 1/2” collet provides an 
extension to the routers plunge. 
A useful accessory for any 1/2” 
router and essential for those with 
limited plunge depths. 
RRP £49.99

Sliding Carriage Makes accurate end grain work 
much easier.

Reversible Fence If you prefer to profile on the cast table without leaning over the 
sliding table, the fence can be quickly and easily mounted the other way round so you 
can work from the cast iron side.

Hold-Down Clamps Prevent the 
workpiece being thrown upwards.

Independent Adjustment  
Both fences operate independently and 
offer micro-adjustment.

Collet Extension This collet provides a 2” extension 
on a router with a 1/2” collet. An essential accessory 
when using a router table because without this 
extension the router cutter would not have sufficient 
height to sit far enough above the table for use.
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

CWA195  
Silicone Spray 500ml 
Anti static properties make it ideal 
for treating machinery, designed to 
stop the adhering of many messy 
substances to most surfaces. 
RRP £7.99


